the perfect blend

Grain Blends

Boost Your Products Texture, Flavor &
Nutritional Value with a Brolite Grain Blend
Consumers are keeping a health conscious mind when deciding on
which bakery goods to buy, and we know that adding a number of grains
and seeds to a formula can give a finished product an extra boost. Brolite
has a wide variety of grain blends including blends that are certified
organic and label friendly. They add texture and flavor to any formula.

We work with our customers closely to find the best product for their
formulas and their bakeries. We even create customized blends to
ensure you purchase exactly what you need. With our excellent customer
service and our experienced sales and research and development teams,
we’ll work with you.

Together, we’ll create the perfect blend.

12 Grains

Popular Products

5 More Grains

A specialty blend of course grains, seeds and flakes
for American and European style bagels, breads, rolls
and pizza crusts.

A multigrain base for multigrain breads and rolls.
It includes whole wheat flour, rye flakes, wheat flakes,
oatmeal and flax seed.

American Grains

Doce Grains

A specialty blend of seven grains, seeds and wheats for
American and European style multigrain bagels, breads,
rolls and pizza crusts.

A specialty blend of 12 coarse grains, seeds and flakes
for American and European style multigrain bagels, breads,
rolls, pizza crusts and pretzels.

Dakota Grains

Ancient Grains

A 5-30% usage based on total flour weight multigrain
base for any bread formula.

Midwest 12

A non GMO specialty blend of 12 coarse grains, seeds
and flakes for American and European style multigrain
bagels, breads, rolls and pizza crusts.

Great Grains

A 50/50 mutligrains base for multigrains breads and rolls.

A grain blend used in production of healthy and clean label
grain products. It includes Spelt, Amaranth and Quinoa.

Grain & Seed Blend

A coarse powder with grains and seeds. It
includes rye flakes, whole wheat flour, steel cut oats,
barley flakes, flax and sunflower seeds.

Whole Grain Blend

A multigrain base for multigrain breads and rolls.

Baking Blends Customized
to Your Needs
Since 1928, Brolite has manufactured high quality baking
ingredients that take formulas to the next level. We combine
the art of world baking with cutting edge technologies to solve
the challenges the baking industry faces daily. By working
closely with our customers, we’re able to find the perfect
ingredients for their formulas and their bakeries. We are
committed to providing the highest quality of ingredients and
the best customer service. When it comes to adding grains to
your formulas, Brolite is a number choice.

the perfect blend
FOR GRAIN BLENDS

Brolite provides the perfect blend of ingredients customized to your specific
needs so that you can produce the highest quality grain products with consistently
outstanding customer appeal - and still control costs.

Brolite also offers:
> CULTURES & SOURS
> CLEAN LABEL & ORGANIC
> NON GMO
> TORTILLAS

> DOUGH IMPROVERS
> CONCENTRATES
> STABILIZERS
> FLATBREADS

> SWEET GOODS
> CUSTOMIZED ITEMS
> PIZZA CRUSTS & PITAS
> BASES & MIXES

Brolite is an SQF Level 3 Corporation with Certified Organic Products

the perfect blend
Call Brolite for more information on our current
products or about our customized products!

1900 S. Park Ave. | Streamwood, IL 60107
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